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House of Blood
When a group of people come to a lush, deserted island to compete on a popular
reality TV show, they soon discover that they are being eliminated from the game
permanently and violently when they fall victim to the monstrous half-human
creatures that live in the jungle.

Clickers Vs Zombies
There are all kinds of legends about the forests of Central Pennsylvania, and in this
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sequel to DARK HOLLOW, the truth about those legends is finally revealed.
Halloween is coming, and a new haunted attraction is open for business in
LeHorn's Hollow. Folks will come from miles around to walk down the spooky trail
and get scared witless. But there's one thing the owners of the ghost walk haven't
counted on. There really is something waiting in the woods-a vast, ancient evil
whose hunger threatens to consume all life on Earth. Soon, the unsuspecting
customers will pay their money and get in line to die. And only one man, occult
detective Levi Stoltzfus, can save them and stop the evil before it is unleashed.

The Conqueror Worms
Set amidst an eerie and distant future, this novel tells the story of Etlantis—the
mother city built in the shadows of Mt. Arom—and the possible end of the world.
Believing in their right to rule the planet, the people of Etlantis sent ships to hunt
the Western Seas. In them were the Nephilim—sons of Angels who had become
addicted to human flesh and blood through the curse of Enoch. In the wake of their
terror, the earth's human population has neared extinction. Unless the survivors
can band together to destroy the monsters that ravaged their home, the end is all
but certain. Featuring an imaginative range of characters and concepts, this is a
harrowing vision of the line between heaven and earth.
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City of the Dead
Eight-year-old Alan doesn't like going to school, but when a global pandemic leaves
him orphaned, cold, starving, and lonely, he has no choice but to set out on a
dangerous quest to return to his third-grade classroom. SCHOOL'S OUT, an all-new
post-apocalyptic novella by Grandmaster Award winning author Brian Keene, was
suggested to him by his son, marking their first official collaboration, and is
suitable for all ages.

Darkness on the Edge of Town
The Clickers are back, wreaking havoc on a United States already demoralized and
defenseless thanks to a hurricane and a president who rules through religious
zealotry. As the death toll climbs into the thousands, two survivors from the
original invasion team up with a marine biologist and a mob hitman, and run from
the Clickers.

The Complex
A free diver is called in to investigate a seismological event in the Indian Ocean
when events take a deadly turn and she and her crew must fight the monsters in
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the depths and those ashore.

The Dark Ones
A dark coming-of-age from the authors of Answers of Silence and Ghoul When
11-year-old Danny skips school to go hunting for crabs near the Haverstraw
Marina, he finds a dead body instead--and stumbles across one of the darkest and
deadliest secrets in Brackard's Point. A secret that threatens the lives of Danny, his
friends, and the mysterious old Russian known as Gustav

Ghoul
"Fan favorite ex-Amish occult detective Levi Stolzfus returns in two novellas of
demons and monsters"- Back cover.

Every Dead Thing
Dead Sea
When people go missing in the sleepy town of Smith’s Hollow, the only clue to their
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fate comes when a teenager starts having terrifying visions, in a chilling horror
novel from national bestselling author Christina Henry. When the bodies of two
girls are found torn apart in the town of Smiths Hollow, Lauren is surprised, but she
also expects that the police won't find the killer. After all, the year before her
father's body was found with his heart missing, and since then everyone has
moved on. Even her best friend, Miranda, has become more interested in boys
than in spending time at the old ghost tree, the way they used to when they were
kids. So when Lauren has a vision of a monster dragging the remains of the girls
through the woods, she knows she can't just do nothing. Not like the rest of her
town. But as she draws closer to answers, she realizes that the foundation of her
seemingly normal town might be rotten at the center. And that if nobody else
stands for the missing, she will.

School's Out
WHEN IT RAINS, IT POURS Nova is a free man. Having just walked away as a nonsanctioned hit man for the U.S. government, he's purchased a classic Mustang to
drive across the country. But when his car breaks down in the middle of the
Nevada desert, Nova ends up in the small town of Parrot Spur. There's something
strange about Parrot Spur. Something off. Maybe it's the fact the town is full of exservicemen. Maybe it's the fact the abandoned mine might not be abandoned.
Maybe it’s the fact the knockout brunette in the bar is clearly more than what she
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seems. In the end, none of it matters. What matters — and what Nova is soon
going to learn — is that in the desert, the only thing that rains is bullets.

Dark Hollow
Larry Gibson longed for something different from his days as a dock worker and his
lonely nights spent drinking with his friends. When Larry meets Sondra Belov, a
beautiful exotic dancer, he finally gets some excitement in his life -- too much
excitement. Now, Larry's friends are dying and he's on the run from the cops, the
Russian mob, and a seemingly invincible madman. And if Larry wants to live
another day, he'll have to figure out a way to kill Whitey. Kill Whitey how can you
kill someone who cannot die?

Hole in the World
When the residents of Walden, Virginia, wake up to find that the rest of the world is
gone and they are unable to leave their town, which is now surrounded by a
mysterious barrier, some are willing to risk death to escape the situation.

The Rutting Season
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For the employees of Big Bill's Home Electronics, it's just the end of another long
workday-until a gunman bursts into the store and begins shooting. Now, with some
of their co-workers dead, the hostages are disappearing one-by-one, and if they
want to survive the night, they'll have to escape THE CAGE. Deadite Press is proud
to make Brian Keene's hard-to-find, ultra-violent novella THE CAGE available to a
wider audience. Also includes three rare bonus stories: "Marriage Causes Cancer In
Rats," "Lest Ye Become," and "Waiting For Darkness"

Where We Live and Die
"Anyone who likes a good ghost story is going to enjoy The Sorrows. Anyone who
likes a ghost story where there’s no doubt the ghosts are undoubtedly real will love
this novel." - New York Journal of Books The Sorrows, an island off the coast of
northern California, and its castle have been uninhabited since a series of
gruesome murders in 1925. But its owner needs money, so he allows film
composers Ben and Eddie and a couple of their female friends to stay a month in
Castle Blackwood. Eddie is certain a haunted castle is just the setting Ben needs to
find inspiration for a horror film. But what they find is more horrific than any movie.
Something is waiting for them in the castle. A malevolent being has been trapped
for nearly a century. And he’s ready to feed. FLAME TREE PRESS is the new fiction
imprint of Flame Tree Publishing. Launching in 2018 the list brings together
brilliant new authors and the more established; the award winners, and exciting,
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original voices.

Fear of Gravity
Pressure
Original publication and copyright date: 2003.

Kill Whitey
Five mysterious figures are coming to Brinkley Springs, a quiet little town that
some say is dying. They have existed for centuries, only coming out to destroy, kill,
and feed. They bring terror and carnage and leave blood and death. Levi Stotzfus,
an ex-amish magus, is the only one who can stop them.

Earthworm Gods
Apex is proud to present the first book in Grand Master Award winner Brian
Keene's long-awaited new series, a loving ode to lost world classics like
Burroughs's PELLUCIDAR, Howard's ALMURIC, and Lansdale's THE DRIVE-IN, but
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with a thoroughly modern twist that only Brian Keene could conceive. When
modern-day occultist Aaron Pace discovers the secrets of inter-dimensional travel
via a mystical pathway called The Labyrinth, he wastes no time in exploring a
multitude of strange new worlds and alternate realities. But then, Aaron finds
himself trapped in the most bizarre dimension of all — a place where dinosaurs
coexist with giant robots, where cowboys fight reptilian lizard people, and where
even the grass can kill you. This is a world populated by the missing and the
disappeared, a world where myth is reality and where the extinct is reborn. Now,
side-by-side with his new companions Kasheena and Bloop, Aaron must learn to
navigate its dangers and survive long enough to escape THE LOST LEVEL.

The Sorrows
Two environmental scientists, one who takes his work and himself seriously, the
other a pop culture geek with a junk food habit, struggle for survival when
paramilitary fanatics demolish their remote science station in the frozen wasteland
at the bottom of the world. Drs. Pratt and Eaton uncover The Order of the Red
Wolf's Cold War Era nuclear reactor, but not before it has irradiated the Antarctic
fauna and created hordes of ravenous mutations.--- Can the oddball duo survive
monstrosities that roam the ruins of their devastated science station? Will they be
able overcome their own desperate appetites-born of madness and starvation?
One thing is certain; they will learn the meaning of terror when the cold cuts deep.
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The Lost Level
The muses are monsters. With them, we live and die. Since his earliest stories,
Brian Keene has deconstructed the mystique of the writing life. Isolation,
relationships lost, long hours, inconsistent paychecks, and professional heartbreak
are all part of the job. Keene has unflinchingly laid bare the realities of the full-time
writer. "Where We Live and Die" collects Brian Keene's best stories about the
writing life, including his metafictional ghost story masterpiece "The Girl on the
Glider," a glimpse of Adam Senft (from Keene's "Dark Hollow and Ghost Walk) in
Hell, and a never-before-printed spoken word poem encapsulating the history of
the horror genre. "Where We Live and Die" is a masterful collection by a
Grandmaster of Horror and a fictional guidebook for the working writer.

The Ghost Tree
After producing three horror movies that went mostly ignored on YouTube, Justin
and his filmmaking buddies decide it's time they create something noteworthy,
something epic. They're going to film the Greatest Zombie Movie Ever. They may
not have money or a script, but they have passion. And, after a rash text message,
they also have the beautiful Alicia Howtz-Justin's crush-as the lead. With only one
month to complete their movie, a script that can't possibly get worse, and the
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hopes and dreams of Alicia on the line, Justin is feeling the pressure. Add to that a
cast of uncooperative extras and incompetent production assistants, and Justin
must face the sad, sad truth. He may actually be producing The Worst Zombie
Movie Ever "Fans of Strand's other novels of outrageous circumstancewill not be
disappointed. A delightfully ludicrous read."-School Library Journal on I Have a Bad
Feeling About This

Ghost Walk
"There was no warning. No chance to escape. They came suddenly. Naked.
Bloodthirsty. Sadistic. They descended upon the Pine Village Apartment Complex,
relentlessly torturing and killing anyone they could find. Fearing for their lives, the
residents of the complex must band together. A young trans woman, a suicidal
middle-aged writer, a lonely Vietnam vet, a newlywed couple, an elderly widow, a
single mother and her son, two on-the-run criminals and the serial killer known as
The Exit. Eleven strangers. The only thing they have in common is the unstoppable
horde that wants to kill them. If they are to make it through the night, they must
fight back" --

Castaways
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PI Charlie Parker, a former New York policeman, searches for the killer of his wife
and daughter. Two women help him, a pretty criminal psychologist and an old
Creole woman with psychic vision.

Ghoul
In the aftermath of a devastating tsunami and a series of undersea earthquakes,
hordes of Clickers swarm onto the California coastline, slaughtering everything in
their path. As the attacks spread to other parts of the world, humanity fights back,
unaware that a second foe is about to emerge.

King of the Bastards
Brian Keene, bestselling author of "The Rising, City of the Dead," and "Terminal,"
unleashes his most powerful short story collection yet. As in life, there are no
happy endings, and no matter how high one flies, theres always gravity.

The Cage
Part sword and sorcery, part extreme horror, King of the Bastards is wild adventure
across seas, beaches, and mountains full of horrifying monstrosities, dark magic,
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and demonic entities. Rogan has been many things in his life as an adventurer — a
barbarian, a thief, a buccaneer, a rogue, a lover, a reaver, and most recently, a
king. Now, this prehistoric bane of wizards and tyrants finds himself without a
kingdom, lost in a terrifying new world, and fighting for his life against pirates,
zombies, and the demonic entity known as Meeble. And even if he defeats his foes,
Rogan must still find a way to return home, regain his throne, save his loved ones,
and remind everyone why he's the KING OF THE BASTARDS.
================== Don't miss the thrilling conclusion to Rogan's saga in
THRONE OF THE BASTARDS! Now available for order.

White Fire
As zombies, driven by the need to kill and feed off human flesh, terrorize the
streets, a small group of survivors finds a safe haven in an old Coast Guard ship
out at sea where their isolation soon becomes their downfall.

Clickers 2
"Smith promises unimaginable brutality, bile-inducing fear, and unfathomable
despair; and then delivers monumentally." "-Horror Web" "A feast of good oldfashioned horror." -Brian Keene, author of "Ghoul" They are The Dark Ones. The
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name began as a self-deprecating joke, but it stuck and now it's a source of pride.
They're the one who don't fit in. The misfits who drink and smoke too much and
stay out all hours of the night. Everyone knows they're trouble. On the outskirts of
Ransom, TN is an abandoned, boarded-up house. Something evil happened there
long ago. The evil has been contained there ever since, locked down tight in the
basement-until the night The Dark Ones set it free

Children of the Dark
Previous ed. published in 2009 by Leisure Books.

The Devil Next Door
A group of young friends returning from a Key West vacation gone horribly wrong
takes a wrong turn off a highway in the east Tennessee mountains, entering a dark
realm that is both of the natural world and beyond it. A night of terror ensues, with
some members of the group eventually arriving at an eerily imposing manor
house. But the house is not a sanctuary from the horrors surrounding them. This is
the HOUSE OF BLOOD. Here is where the Master of this dark realm resides,
presiding over an empire of evil. The unsuspecting young travelers face a night of
torture, degradation, and surrender to dark desires. Who among them, if any, will
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survive the night?

Shades
There is something in the local cemetery that comes out at night. Something that
is unearthing corpses and killing people. It's the summer of 1984 and Timmy and
his friends are looking forward to no school, comic books, and adventure. But
instead they will be fighting for their lives. The ghoul has smelled their blood and it
is after them. But that's not the only monster they will face this summer . . . From
award-winning horror master Brian Keene comes a novel of monsters, murder, and
the loss of innocence.

Urban Gothic
The sequel to one of those most popular zombies of all time in a new, uncut,
author's preferred edition! In this sequel to THE RISING, cities are overrun with
legions of the undead, intent on destroying what's left of the living. Trapped inside
a fortified skyscraper, a handful of survivors prepare to make their last stand
against an unstoppable, merciless enemy. With every hour their chances diminish
and their numbers dwindle, while the ranks of the dead continue to rise. Because
sooner or later, everything dies. And then it comes back, ready to kill. Deadite
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Press is proud to present this uncut, Author's Preferred Edition of Brian Keene's
seminal CITY OF THE DEAD

The Rising
When a freak storm hits, time is the enemy as a government-created super virus
gets loose and spreads through the quiet little town of Godfrey, Illinois. But the
virus isn't the only threat. There are mysterious forces at play and disease is just
one instrument of fear.

Last of the Albatwitches
An hour ago, they were nineteen strangers on an airport shuttle, braving travel
delays and a freak blizzard. Then they fell through a hole in the world. Now, they
are nineteen strangers trapped in a dangerous dimension filled with prehistoric
monsters, futuristic technology, and otherworldly mysteries. They'll have to learn
to Work together if they want to survive and return home but will any of them be
left alive by then? Apex Book Company is proud to present HOLE IN THE WORLD - a
weird fantasy prequel to Brian Keene's popular THE LOST LEVEL SERIES.

Personal Demons
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When mysterious music is heard in the forest at night and women begin
disppearing without a trace, novelist Adam Senft discovers that the town of
LeHorn's Hollow has become the victim of an ancient nightmare worse than any
ghost.

Bullet Rain
Detective Sergeant Stella Mooney is back on the case, this time on the trail of a
vicious serial killer.

A Gathering of Crows
"Earthworm Gods: Selected Scenes From the End of the World is a collection of
short stories set in the world of Earthworm Gods and Earthworm Gods II: Deluge.
From the first drop of rain to humanity's last waterlogged stand, these tales
chronicle the fall of man against a horrifying, unstoppable evil. And as the waters
rise over the United States, the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, and
elsewhere-brand new monsters surface-along with some familiar old favorites, to
wreak havoc on an already devastated mankind."--Page [4[cover.

Cold Cuts
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Spectrelike and sinewy, dressed in a grey cape and top hat, with a bone-white face
and the eyes of a madman, The Ghoul crawls from the London sewers to kill
bloodily, perversely, inexplicably In Vancouver, the horror-rock group Ghoul
cavorts onstage, its act a bizarre and violent front for sinister skulduggery. Is there
a connection between London's orgy of killings and Vancouver's underworld
sleaze? The answer lies in the dark obsessions and twisted fantasies of an old
Rhode Island family whose tainted past will not lie quiet in its grave …

The Greatest Zombie Movie Ever
Will Burgess is used to hard knocks. Abandoned by his father, son of a drugaddicted mother, and charged with raising his six-year-old sister, Will has far more
to worry about than most high school freshmen. To make matters worse, Mia
Samuels, the girl of Will’s dreams, is dating his worst enemy, the most sadistic
upperclassman at Shadeland High. Will’s troubles, however, are just beginning.
Because one of the nation’s most notorious criminals—the Moonlight Killer—has
escaped from prison and is headed straight toward Will’s hometown. And
something else is lurking in Savage Hollow, the forest surrounding Will’s rundown
house. Something ancient and infinitely evil. When the worst storm of the decade
descends on Shadeland, Will and his friends must confront unfathomable horrors.
Everyone Will loves—his mother, his little sister, Mia, and his friends—will be
threatened. And very few of them will escape with their lives.
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